
Module:   DRAPING1 

 
Project 1 
 
Project Title:  Tape placement on the mannequin 
Value:   5% 
Duration:   1 week 
Due:    today 
 
Objective of the Project: To understand how to measure the necessary placement and 
balance lines on the mannequin and place the style tape in a precise way and also understand 
the morphology of the female form.  
 
Please Note- If the required assignment is not presented by the due date it may be submitted the 

following week at a 10% deduction from the original mark. NO ASSIGNMENT WILL BE ACCEPTED 
MORE THAN ONE WEEK AFTER THE DUE DATE.  

 
Horizontal tape placement 

1. Waist - follow original mannequin tape.  
(*remember, the waistline is not parallel to the floor. It curves downward) 

2. Hip - measure and place a pin at 20cm from waist at the side seam. Then measure from 
the pin to the top of the cage (see diagram) continue this measurement around the 
mannequin so that the hipline is parallel with the top of the cage. NOT the waistline   

3. Bust (find apex) then measure to the cage and apply this measurement around the 
mannequin so that the bust line is parallel to the cage.  

4. Shoulder line - 1cm back from original 
5. Neckline - drop 1 cm at the centre front from original neckline and gently curve back to 

the original shoulder neck point and continue to follow the original back neck.  
6. Armhole- drop  from shoulder tip 14 cm and gently make a curved shape to the shoulder 

tip (if in doubt, copy my mannequin) 
 
Vertical tape placement 

1. Centre front  - follow original line 
2. Centre back - follow original line 
3. Side seam ¼waist, hip and bust measurement + 0.5cm toward back 

(*Remember that on a good quality garment the side seams are 1cm toward the back) 

Placing of Princess Lines: (make the tape in one piece from back to front) 
FRONT- BACK- 

Shoulder: ½ shoulder line Shoulder: ½ shoulder line 

Bust: pin apex ( they are all a little different) Bust: 9cm from centre back 

Waist: 7.5cm from CF  Waist: 7.5 from centre back 

Hip: princess line 9cm Hip: princess line 9cm 

Cage: straight down from hip placement Cage: straight down from hip placement 

 



 

 
 


